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Homosexual still becomes the sensitive topic among the society. It is because there 

is still pros and cons towards homosexual, in religion life and social and culture 

life. Concerning about homosexual in this country, it is hard for them to accept 

their abnormality because the society judge it as something wrong so they hide 

their gay identity. This kind of condition will be negative thing to their life so it 

will appear as stress, depression and dysfunctional social relation from this case 

we need to have further investigation about point of view from students as one of 

part of society toward homosexual in Bandar Lampung. Where the point of view 

experience of object, event, or relation gotten by concluding information and 

interpreting the message. The problem of this research is how the point of view of 

student of Sociology and Political Science Faculty University of Lampung toward 

homosexual is. 

 

In this research the writer uses quality approach, by using case study, because the 

case study is a scientifically finding information by investigating happening event 

in real life. The method used is based on the fact that investigated concept is 

natural behavior that is appeared and influenced by phenomenon or real event, and 

not the country. The research location is in Sociology and Political Science 

Faculty, Lampung university. The result of this research shows that students of 

FISIP Unila have enough knowledge about homosexual in Bandar Lampung. This 

can be known from knowledge, characteristic, and the cause of homosexual in 



general. And the attitude of students of FISIP Unila toward homosexual of are 

similar. From this case, where almost all of the source decide to act normally in 

dealing with the gay people. However, some of them are afraid and make a 

distance in interacting directly with gay people, where the fearless appears because 

of the point of the view that homosexual is caused of environment factors or social 

intercourse.  
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